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Modification technique and tests -PARAtHUTEThe
tcrmistor was relocated four feet below the ustual po~sition in the radliosondle by use of brackets and ex-'I ~ ~~~ ~ tended leads, as seen in Fig. 3 , where the "dangling" 1 thermistor location is compared with the usual positionl. Fig. 4 shows a close-uip of the complete miodificat ion.
The AN'r-li radiosondles were Tmo0difle(I before the ____________baseline check calibrations were madle. The modification ?~IM~?~ did not make the baseline check calibration an\ more (difficult or complex, but the radiosonde was a little Fic.. S. The balloon train a-, used in lee wave studv at White oedfiutt ees. i.5sostecmlt
Sands Missile Range. The size of tl.e balloon varies from 2 it)
alo ri si a sdi h e aesuy 3 rn depending on the that altitude that is dlesired.
The f~irst flight which used the modification was made a regular radiosonde ascent made within two hours and 4. Conclusions ten miles of the test flight. Subsequent flights for tVe Accurate ambient temperatures were needed from mountain wave study, using the dangling thermistor radiosondes flown on constant-level balloons. Research technique, also presuced satisfactory temperature of the problem disclosed that ambient temperatures traces, from floating balloons during the daytime could be A more conclusive test of this technique was made obtained by dangling a thermistor below the boundary on the afternoon of 3 June 1964 when two thermistors, layer of the balloon train. The simple dangling thermisone in the standard brackets and the other dangling tor technique herein described was found to be accurate below the instrument, were used simultaneously on a within =i=IC by comparison with a regular radiosonde single AMT-15 radiosonde attached to a balloon float-sounding taken within essentially the same space and ing at a pressure height of 30 mb. The second thermistor time frame. replaced the humidity sensor in the modified circuit, This inexpensive modification, which is suitable for and the preflight baseline check of the radiosonde pro-use with any American radiosonde currently in use, duced two sets of values for the temperature evaluator, eliminates the erroneous temperatures resulting from
